The communication (and reflexive translation) of denotations between semantic domains can generate "horizons of meaning" as reflexive orders that remain structurally coupled to individual minds. Luhmann noted that this elusive order contains a trade-off between 
Introduction
In his opening article to a discussion in this journal-entitled "Who Conceives of Society?"-Von Glasersfeld (2008) argued that "knowledge of society can be gathered only from your own experiences. This goes not only for children and innocent adults, it also goes for sociologists." According to radical constructivism, concepts are fundamentally private and subjective. As the author concluded (at p. 64), his is a theory of rational knowing which provides him with "working hypotheses" (at p. 104).
I agree with Von Glasersfeld about the hypothetical status of subjective concepts.
However, working hypotheses can be theoretically informed. Furthermore, whereas hypotheses are generated subjectively-as knowledge claims-they can be validated and become part of discursive knowledge. Discursive knowledge is developed in scholarly discourses; this domain is the subject of science and technology studies (STS). The textual mediation of manuscripts-and anonymous referee comments-play a crucial role in this validation process (Bazerman, 1988; Myers, 1985) . However, a focus on linguistic mediation is not a sufficient approach because codes of the communication can be expected to constrain and enable the use of language in communications among specialists for cognitive reasons (Krippendorff, 2008, at pp. 92f.) .
Can the evolution of paradigmatically structured systems of communications (Kuhn, 1962) be modeled using the specification of autopoiesis as provided by Maturana & Varela (1980 , 1984 ? In the autopoiesis model, however, the communication is operationally closed, whereas the linguistic basis of scholarly communication leaves 3 room for relative and periodic closure and/or opening during the evolution of scholarly discourse. For example, pre-and post-paradigmatic phases can be distinguished (Kuhn, 1977 ; Van den Daele et al., 1977) . Thus, a sociological perspective is needed to explain the development of scholarly discourse at the supra-individual level. As Giddens (1976: 144) put it:
The process of learning a paradigm or language-game as the expression of a form of life is also a process of learning what that paradigm is not: that is to say, learning to mediate it with other, rejected, alternatives, by contrast to which the claims of the paradigm in question are clarified.
In my opinion, Luhmann's ([1984 Luhmann's ([ ] 1995 1997) sociology of communication offers elements for such a reconstruction because of its focus on reflexivity in interhuman relations. However, Luhmann's contribution to constructivism is rooted in a sociological tradition that can be traced back to the second half of the 19 th century. This sociological perspective has focused on networks as coordination mechanisms that are carried by agents who fulfill roles in supra-individual dynamics.
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Whereas natural languages enable us to communicate meaning within the boundaries, for example, of a linguistic community, symbolically generalized media of communication (such as money, power, truth) enable us to communicate across borders or, in other words, globally. From this perspective, individual consciousness can be considered as a local platform of integration and potential translations among the various media available and continuously instantiated in a pluriform and complex society.
Intentional action can thus be considered as a provisional result of organizing the interfaces among the symbolic media in a local instantiation. Institutional agency organizes the processing of meaning analogously, but at a supra-individual level. At this supra-individual level, however, a mechanism other than "viability" (Stafford Beer, 1984 ) is needed for continuation over time because the supra-individual level may add an element that cannot be derived from the living without mediation. Luhmann (2000) proposed decision-making among human beings as one such organizing mechanism (cf.
Achterbergh & Vriens, 2009).

Mechanisms of integration
What does this superstructure of theoretically informed hypotheses mean for individual consciousness and one's capacity to radically construct one's reality? The "horizons of meaning" (such as political meaning, scientific meaning, affective meaning, etc.) are analytically independent of one another and can be expected to operate with different 8 frequencies. Political communications, for example, are structured by election cycles.
Individual consciousness provides us with an additional degree of freedom or, in other words, an internal axis for the integration of the variety of asynchronous and parallel developments across space and time by raising the question of "what do these different dimensions and frequencies mean for me?" The "me" can thus be differentiated from the "I" within consciousness (Mead, 1934; cf. Bateson, 1972) .
3
This differentiation within one's mind and the different possible positions in terms of using communicative competencies makes us reflexively aware that others can be expected to entertain different sets of expectations. One needs to explain and translate into other frames of reference for reflexively understanding interhuman communication.
4
From this perspective, the domain of expectations provides us with a "second" contingency in which individuals can flourish. The sociological perspective cam thus contribute to an "ecology of the mind" (Bateson, 1972) and the sociological project can be reintroduced, but from a humanistic perspective (Luhmann, 2002a and b) .
Let me hasten to add that the symbolic orders of expectations at the supra-individual level should not be reified. In my opinion, the symbolic media remain constructs and in flux since constructed autopoietically in terms of expectations of interacting intentions.
Language can be considered first as the evolutionary achievement which allows us to 9 communicate both information (uncertainty) 5 and meaning in the same pass (cf. Luhmann, 2002a) . Whereas other species can span a semantic domain and "behave linguistically" (Maturana, 2000) , the symbolic order enables us to specify understanding and misunderstanding; these reflexive exchanges allow for another order of magnitude in error-correction and learning (Deacon, 1997 is, God-Husserl "meditated" that this other of oneself could also be considered as the "intersubjective" domain of culture that embeds our psychology, but that can be accessed by bracketing the psychological experience. The cogitata remain res cogitans, but their reflexive declaration changes the perspective to a culturally constructed one. Furthermore, 5 Luhmann ([1984] 1995, at p. 67) defined information a selection by a receiving system with a reference to Bateson's (1972, at p. 315 ) definition of information as "a difference which makes a difference." Different from this "observed" information, Shannon-type information can be considered as (meaningless) uncertainty contained in a distribution-as a series of differences (Hayles, 1990; Leydesdorff, 2010a) .
the uncertainties at each moment can over time be formulated as expectations and
hypotheses; hypotheses can be tested and theoretically informed.
6
According to Husserl (1934) , a "Crisis of the Europe Sciences" had been generated because facts were presumed to be objective, while they remain in the intersubjectively (re)constructed res cogitans as theoretically informed hypotheses. Note the analogy with Maturana's (2000) proposal to consider reality as "interobjectivity." How can one study this intersubjectivity/interobjectivity as constructed-that is, without reification-and yet empirically? In this context, Luhmann's (e.g., 1986a and b) contributions can be considered as proposals for further operationalization.
The sociological operationalization of "intersubjectivity"
Awareness of the other as a source of communicable and thus interactively enriching expectations, leads to a discursive and linguistically mediated definition of our social reality. Von Glaserfeld (2008), however, insists on the priority of the question "who conceives of society?" and a focus on the individual constructors: "society" is for him "a collective term for the handful of people we have learned to recognize in the above sense and to whom we may ascribe a number of common characteristics as well as individual differences" (at p. 63). In my opinion, the sociological perspective allows us to distinguish between this specific hypothesis about what I would call a "community" and other possible forms of social organization. When these communications are at first only juxtaposed, "segmentation" is prevalent.
Using a biological metaphor, this resembles the morula stage during embryonic development: each cell is still complete but no order or hierarchy is yet established.
The transition from the morula to the gastrula is induced by the need at the level of the emerging organism to synchronize cell cleavages across cells that are no longer adjacent.
A rank-order is thus induced by the one cell that happens to take the lead in this process.
(Incidentally, this cell grows into the tail and not the head of the organism.) Using this model, recursive relations among communications that are no longer direct neighbours can be expected to induce stratification and hierarchy. A social system of communications in which hierarchical stratification prevails, for example, can be identified as a High Culture (e.g., an Empire). Note the difference with the biological system in the time order: the top of the social hierarchy has "the last word" reflexively (e.g., "Roma dixit"), whereas in the biology the first cleavage takes the lead.
The decapitation (in 1793) of the anointed body of the King of France-who was a king by the Grace of God-can be considered as the culmination of a process of modernization that took centuries. The symbolic constitution of the integration of society was gradually decentered from the embodied King to a system of discourses based on a written constitution. Political communication, for example, could internally be differentiated into a trias politica (Montesquieu, 1749) . This depersonalization of the constitutive communication paved the way for further differentiation of society in terms of different coordination mechanisms. The organization of society became even more complex because of the possible interactions among these different coordination mechanisms.
For example, the market and political decision-making can be considered as two coordination mechanisms at the level of society. Their interaction leads to a political economy. Possible organizations of these interactions were historically retained among the variety of nation states constructed as political economies (in the plural) during the 19 th century. The integration of the social production of knowledge as a third coordination mechanism in the 20 th century can be expected to lead to the gradual transformation from political economies to knowledge-based economies (Leydesdorff, 2010c; Leydesdorff & Zawdie, 2010) .
The dynamics of eigenvectors of expectations
These coordination mechanisms in systems of expectations can also be considered as eigenvectors in the networks of communications among these expectations (Von Foerster, 1979 , 1993a . Note that the eigenvectors remain latent constructs of the communication.
However, their position is determined not by single constructors or elements, but by the 13 set-or, in other words, at a level which is systemic and therefore relatively global to the individual communications (links) and communicators (at the nodes) constructing and reconstructing the system. The causality flows forward and bottom-up with the communications, but the logic of control feeds back from the eigenvectors of the system as a necessary implication. 7 The relations span a network with necessarily an architecture, and the architecture feeds back on the relational operation.
Furthermore, eigenvectors stand orthogonally to one another, and the number of eigenvectors needed to explain the development of the network is not given. In my opinion, Luhmann used this cybernetic model of a changing and historically variable numbers of eigenvectors to describe the possibility of functional differentiation in a communication system which self-organizes its own reproduction as a regime at the global level (Von Foerster, 1993b) . However, Von Glasersfeld (2008, at p. 64, 4n.) noted that this metaphor of eigenvectors is a bit "loose because the recursion of operations is not governed by fixed rules" (as in the static case). The functions develop over time because the system is further developing along historical trajectories.
7 Using the following representation:
Stephen P. King formulated this relation as follows: "A causes B if and only if B* implies A*" (email contribution to the list of the Cybernetics Discussion Group at https://hermes.gwu.edu/cgibin/wa?A2=ind1201&L=cybcom&F=&S=&P=16432; January 4, 2012). The topological relation between the two spaces involved is also known as the "Stone duality."
Historical retention can itself also be considered as one of the functions. "Organization"
instantiates the system as relatively integrated for a next round of differentiation. The historical instantiation takes place at specific moments of time, but the functions develop in a self-organizing dynamics over time. Luhmann (2000) suggested that the symbolic medium of organization is decision-making. Decision-making can, for example, be formalized and codified into decision rules.
Organization integrates historically what self-organization tends to differentiate as subsystems at a (hypothesized) next-order level. In addition to these two mechanisms at the systems level, interactions at the bottom provide variation. However, the mechanisms of integration and differentiation can be uncoupled from specific individuals and is organized at a supra-individual level, although the mechanisms of individual actions and interactions remain always needed as a source of variation (Li & Yorke, 1975) . Whereas organizations can be shaped over time along historical trajectories, self-organizing regimes develop in terms of combinations of structures in space (that is, as eigenvectors) and time (that is, as eigen-frequencies and their resonances; e.g., Luhmann, 1989) ; or, in other words, in a hyperspace. Integration and differentiation can operationally be considered as two sides of the same coin: without integrating instantiations, the differentiating communications cannot further be developed at the edge of order and chaos, and thus one would fail to maximize communicative capacity. The option to organize the system of meaning-processing historically both at the level of the individual mind and at the supra-individual level provides us with another (since social) degree of freedom for the translation. For example, researchers in the laboratory may be able to validate new knowledge that engineers can use in a practical application for the development of new technologies (e.g., drugs or production processes). A division of labour in terms of combining different codes of the communication is thus made possible because of this "structuration" of the social in terms of structures of expectations (Giddens, 1984; Leydesdorff, 2010b) . Each historical manifestation has to be carried by the reflexive performativity of consciousness-whether organized or not-but the reflected symbols can be selected differently with reference to the needs for an intervention in the historical configuration, albeit limited by historical constraints on reflexive understanding and learning.
The symbolic orders can be entertained in terms of fragments and fractals because the integration cannot be completed; differentiation is continuously expected. Derivatives of the Latin verb "frangere" (to break) are more relevant than derivatives of "esse" (to be) because the different mechanisms remain operative. The models thus have to be written algorithmically, that is, as transitions from one state to a next. The description of their cybernetic interactions as a system can be questioned because there may be more systemness in some stages than in others (Krippendorff, 2010) .
The hypothesized modification of the autopoiesis model
Luhmann's sociology requires a reformulation of Maturana's autopoiesis model because the communication of meaning is different from the observable communication of molecules (Luhmann, 1986a) . As Luhmann ([1984] In other words and using another biological metaphor, the complexity of communication can be considered as developing parasitically on top of the living systems (Serres, 1980) . This parasite, however, is not a viable system and its "living" is contextual because the historical carriers of the communication provide only the medium. The abiotic selection mechanism in communications could perhaps be compared to that of a virus (Distin, 2010).
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The selecting structures at the systems level were defined above as the symbolically generalized expectations of codes operating as meta-representations. In other words, the system develops in terms of models that can be entertained reflexively by the modelers.
Not the observers, but their observations (that is, observational reports) communicate.
The modelers are not only "structurally coupled" as a necessary environment of the modeling, but they also provide the contents because there is no content in these expectations other than expectations generated in interactions among expectations.
Perhaps it is questionable to call a social order that is so rooted in expectations among the carriers a "system" because of its biological connotations and the ensuing tendency in systems theory to reify the dynamics. Unsystematic interactions are crucial for the dynamics because interactions provide the variation (Krippendorff, 2008b) . Each description of the social order of expectations as a system may reduce the complexity and volatility by invoking a meta-biological metaphor for the explanation (e.g., "morphogenesis"; Archer, 1995). Given the concurrence of and recursion in selection, stabilization, and globalization, it may be more important to specify the cybernetic mechanisms.
From a cybernetic perspective, the social can be entertained as a radical construct that is continuously being reconstructed. The next-order system remains reflexively available to the carrying systems insofar as one is communicatively competent to access and translate among the differently coded communications. Unlike a "hyper-cycle" with a hierarchy implied in the description, Latour (1988) used the metaphor of "infra-reflexivity" in this context: there is no "hyper," "super," or "sub," but only interaction among radical constructions each of which can be expected to contain its own (and evolving) eigenvector(s).
The historical and evolutionary dynamics of expectations
In a series of four volumes entitled "Gesellschaftsstruktur und Descartes' transcendental relation with God (Husserl, 1929) . While the latter emanates from an origin, contingent communication of meaning is reflexive and mediated; the medium can develop a dynamics of its own. Meaning is provided to the events from the perspective of hindsight. The present is always included. A recursion which includes the present state was named by Dubois (1998) an "incursion." Incursion and hyperincursion-that is, the inclusion of future states in the development of a system-can be considered as the dynamics of anticipatory systems.
The theory and computation of anticipatory systems
In my opinion, the theory and computation of anticipatory systems enable us to use mathematical metaphors to model the dynamics of expectations, and thus to specify dynamics in the communication of meaning without neglect of the radical constructedness of both the models and the modeled. Rosen (1985) first defined an anticipatory system as a system that entertains a model of itself. As a biologist, he was able to specify examples in nature; for example, when plants "know" which phenotype to exhibit in different environments.
Dubois (2003) further distinguished between weak anticipation and strong anticipation.
Strong anticipation is the case when a system uses expected states for its own reconstruction; in the case of weak anticipation the expected states are used for the anticipation of possible future states (as in the case of a prediction). In my opinion, the second layer of the double contingency-that is, the one in which contingency among mutual expectations between Ego and Alter are entertained-can be modeled as strongly anticipatory by using, for example, the hyper-incursive analogon of the logistic equation
], as follows (Leydesdorff, 2008) :
In words: Ego entertains in the present (x t ) an expectation of itself in a future state (x t+1 ) modified by the expectation of Alter as the other of Ego (1 -x t+1 ). This quadratic equation in x t+1 has two roots (Dubois, 1998) for values of a ≥ 4. 10 The uncertainty makes 10 ) 1 (
In general, the latter equation has two solutions (Dubois, 1998; Leydesdorff & Franse, 2009 ):
it necessary to take a decision. In the case of double contingency in a reflexive relation, one can perhaps consider this as an update mechanism for the expectations.
Interactions between mutual expectations can similarly be formalized, for example, as two selections operating upon each other using the following metaphor (Leydesdorff, 2010b) :
The interaction among mutual expectations thus provides us with an operational order different from the order for each of the carriers (Ego and Alter) of the double-contingency relations. Whereas Equation 1 uses the expecting systems (e.g., the conscious agents) as systems of reference, Equation 2 models the components of mutual selections in interactions between them.
Equation 2 can be elaborated as follows:
This interaction system oscillates to varying degrees around the value of one (Figure 1 ).
On average, the interaction drifts around x = 1 without reaching this value.
11 Furthermore, the interaction can be continued for a number of iterations on each side before the alternate oscillation resumes its operation. 
The organization and self-organization of interactions
In a next step, Equation 2 can be extended to a one-term more complex configuration of interactions by adding a third selection mechanism. One can add either a hyper-incursive or incursive subroutine, and thus obtain two equations:
Equation 3 The two complex roots are:
In general, three contingencies operating selectively upon one another are sufficient for shaping a complex configuration (Strydom, 1999; cf. Yorke & Li, 1975) . Note that if only a single fixed code-value c would operate, the routine would tend to self-organize "closure" in terms of this code. In a functionally differentiated system of communications, however, a number of values for the codes can be expected to disturb each other's tendency to operational closure. Interfaces can be expected to operate in the historical organization of communication. , however, the interaction among expectations is instantiated as a specific historical organization at t = t.
The roots of Equation 4 can be derived (analogously to Eq. 2) as follows:
Simulation of this system shows that the organization of communications always vanishes after a variable number of steps for all values of the parameter d (Figure 2 ). Luhmann (1995, at p. 600n. [1984, at p. 551n .]) formulated a relationship among the three mechanisms in the social coordination of expectations as follows: 4) and loop into the present state x t (in the third term).
Conclusions and discussion
The above formalizations of interaction, organization, and self-organization in the communication of meaning are primitive. In a next step, the equations can perhaps be elaborated into different selection mechanisms in x, y, and z as functionally different subsystems that are coupled as sets of differential or difference equations (instead of x 1 , x 2 , and x 3 modeled above as subroutines of a single system x). Such an extension may be able to inform us further about relevant dynamics (Leydesdorff & Dubois, 2004) . 13 The incursive equation that models action without anticipation of selections at future moments would read:
, and have a steady state at x = (a -1)/a (in addition to the root x = 0; Leydesdorff & Franse, 2009 Leydesdorff, 2010d) . Conversely, hyper-incursive systems with strong anticipation cannot be identified in nature because the reflexive processing of meaning is specific to our minds and reflexive communications among us. The radical constructedness of the possible dynamics of expectations presumes the radical construction at the level of the individual mind which was specified most emphatically by the proponents of radical constructivism. Among our concepts, however, we can also entertain expectations about the expectations of others. Building on Husserl's notion of intersubjectivity as the carrying ground for both (inter)objectivity (Maturana, 2000) and (inter)subjectivity (e.g., Luhmann, 1986b) and using other sources such as Parsons' (1951) notion of "double contingency" and the psychological reflections in the pragmatist tradition (e.g., Mead, 1934) , two shifts could be proposed by Luhmann: (i) from action to interaction, and (ii) from action as a behavioral category to reflexive perception and experiencing. The internal richness which can thus be perceived correlates with a richer perspective on cultural constructs that can be entertained.
I have pursued a specific line in Luhmann's theorizing which, in my opinion, is available in his writings of the 1980s more than in the later writings of the 1990s. Whereas, for example, Luhmann (1995, at p. 164) emphasized in the first complete presentation of his theory (in 1984) that "communications cannot be observed, but only inferred," a general theory of observation became increasingly central to his later writings (Fuchs, 2003; Göbel, 2000, pp. 207 ff.; Gumbrecht, 2006; Leydesdorff, 2010a) . In my opinion, a differentiation between expectations-based on inferences-and observations that can be used to update (and even test) our expectations provides us with access to, on the one hand, the theory and simulation of anticipatory systems, and on the other, a model of this radical construction that can then be considered as a theoretically informed set of working hypotheses.
The descriptions which dominated Luhmann's historical analyses can also be enriched with the possibility of statistics about semantic maps and their development in terms of coded structures among eigenvectors in the networks of communication (Leydesdorff, 2011; Leydesdorff & Welbers, 2011) . Without damaging any of the assumptions of radical constructivism about the subject-centered origin of concepts, the further elaboration of mechanisms that turn private knowledge into intersubjectively validated discursive knowledge can thus be made visible in terms of the historical organization of meaning in contingent domains.
This sociological analysis potentially enriches our philosophical (self-)understanding as an additional enlightenment about the possible constraints and contingencies of communication (Luhmann, 1998, p. 18; cf. Von Glasersfeld, 2008, p. 64) . The specification of the dynamics of expectations may seem as abstract as philosophical reflections, but given Luhmann's operationalization the epistemological status of our expectations has changed. Expectations about these dynamics can be rationalized, tested in terms of simulations, and measured in terms of empirical footprints in the development of organizations.
